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INTRODUCTION
It is about the middle of June 2018. when I initiated the writing of this essay. In Jyotish terms, the situation is
very interesting. Oo yes, it is interesting indeed. The Mangal-Mars is in the Capricorn-Makara rasi-sign, where he is
exalted, in the highest dignity so to say. It is in the strong conjunction with the Ketu, which also acts as the MangalMars by the way, so the energy of Mars is multiplied multiple times. The Saturn is retrograde in the Scorpio sign,
the Jupiter is retrograde in the Libra sign and along with other placements of planets in the Sky, well the situation
is very interesting indeed. This time the Mars himself will stay in the Capricorn sign for a long time, about six months
altogether, even though the average time it stays in one sign is about two months. In addition, it will become
retrograde soon, and it will stay this way for about two months. The Mangal is not always retrograde in every sign.
The situation is that the retrograde movement of Mars is being observed after every two years. The Mangal is an
entrepreneur and a very curious warrior; he wants to research the area around and to know all about it. The
Capricorn represents the government or governments in general. They say this is a very peculiar situation because
that can surface some deeply buried secrets about governments or even the world order. They say last time when
Mars was exalted in Capricorn and retrograde, it was in 1971, and we remember quite well many political scandals
and affairs just about that time. That year, just about the time the Mangal-Mars was in the Capricorn-Makara rasisign, the true role of the USA Government in Vietnam War was discovered along with … The Pentagon Papers Case.
It is plausible that was a seeding time for the Watergate political scandal as well, which erupted just a few months
later on, in January of 1972, just to be very precise. However, at that time Mars was not together with Ketu. Instead,
it was with Rahu who functions as Saturn, and therefore the animosity was there but delayed and everything turned
into a long process. Now the energy of Mars is multiplied and even more focused to one point. This is to say, we
can expect something even shakier this summer. Not even to mention that we have three eclipses during that time,
and even though they are partial only, they will certainly add some flavor. They also say eruptions of volcanos can
increase … and it can be very dramatic. Some would even say this is a time to avoid surgeries, especially big ones,
and if it is necessary to do something like that, then certain days when the Moon is in a very specific Nakshatras
should be arranged. However, this very complex situation, which can turn to be even shaky at moments, is about
healing. The world needs to heal many wounds from the past. Nevertheless, only Knowledge can heal all wounds.
Only true and pure Knowledge can heal everything.
Well, I started intentionally with this very interesting situation in the World and the reflections of Vedic AstrologyJyotish on it. For any deeper insights, and especially for any individual situation, it is better to consult some good
Jyotish Expert.
This is again to show the power of Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, how universal, how practical, and how useful it can be.
This is so precious knowledge indeed. No doubt that our ancestors were attached to the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish on
such a grand scale. At that ancient time, no such situation or event in the life of the individual as well as in the life
of the community could have been done without proper Jyotish counseling. Because stars and the Universe itself
can support our actions on a grand scale. Nevertheless, if our undertaking is started at the wrong moment, and in
the wrong way, well the opposite can happen also so that we face certain obstacles and hindrances. Learning Jyotish
is a good thing, but not all are ready for this. That is the reason we need to give respect to all those who learned
that precious knowledge and are trained properly for exposing it. Indeed, I would encourage everybody to learn at
least a little bit of Jyotish. Nevertheless, be careful with this. You can learn it, you can have some fun seeing your
own situation or perhaps of some others who are close to you, but do not enter the field of giving consultations on
a paid level if you are not trained properly. So far, I was emphasizing only learning Jyotish, but now I need to say
clearly why it is so important not to go into this field if not trained end educated fully and properly. In Vedic India,
as well as in the India of today, one was supposed to take proper training to become Jyotishi. That could take even
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four-five years of intensive full-time training, maybe even more. Moreover, not only that. It usually happened that
disciple was encouraged to start some self-developing technics, like yoga, which usually includes meditation. The
Vedic Knowledge is all about consciousness, and this is especially related to the Jyotish so very much. The
appreciation and the comprehension of the world around us depend upon, and it is strongly reflecting, our level of
consciousness. It is all about Consciousness. Therefore, self-development plays a very important part of this story.
Then, and only then, when the disciple was absolutely ready by being introduced into all secrets of Jyotish, and after
he developed spiritually enough, then the Guru was giving a green light to that disciple to enter the world of
counseling others.
There are not enough words to explain the importance of entering the field of professional counseling in Jyotish by
being properly prepared. This is great knowledge but it can be harmful to all those who are not trained properly.
When Jyotishi is doing counseling, the life of the person is in his hands. The person who approached for advice
depends on that what he or she is said to. If the person is instructed properly, he or she will be propelled within
own evolution so that instead of going around, some shortcuts can be taken. This is all about our Karma, what we
have done in the past. It is all about our past deeds. Of course, we can avoid certain negative things, and we can
emphasize good things. Jyotish has such remedies no other system has. This is the power of Jyotish, and this is the
power given to the properly trained Jyotish expert. Nevertheless, imagine now that you approach the not properly
trained person who claims he can do something for you. Of course, you need to pay for it, the person supposedly
says. Let us suppose now you are given some wrong explanations, wrong instructions. What then? Well, first of all,
you will not be propelled forward in your evolution, instead, it can happen you will even stagnate. However, there
is another thing also. The person who is giving such counseling, that person will be harmed as well, because he is
doing something very wrong. That person will push himself down on a karmic level so that he will be even deeper
into the labyrinths of the Karma Law. This is to say, Vedic Astrology-Jyotish is beautiful knowledge, but it is not of
worldly origin. This is celestial knowledge given by gods, and gods would ask for some respect toward it. That means,
this knowledge is highly responsible and it asks for seriousness and for the responsibility of everybody who deals
with it.
I am personally not doing Jyotish consultations, and I will never do personal consultations. I do not consider myself
a Jyotish expert after all. I am still learning Jyotish. This I already said many times. As this serial of essays based on
Vedic Astrology-Jyotish connecting with the History Science was launched, I received many demands for doing
personal consultations. I refused them all by telling people kindly that I am not educated for that. I am using Jyotish
just for deciphering some historical enigmas. This is a big difference. If we would use the language of Jyotish
counselors, by the way, I can say that my clients are an only long time ago departed kings, queens, and many other
historical figures. Even if I do some mistakes, which is possible as I also mentioned that, nobody would be harmed.
Eventually, sooner or later, somebody will correct me, and there is no harm for anyone. This is so very important
thing to be understood. I am not a Jyotish advisor. Maybe, if we would like to use Jyotish language again, I am more
like a hunter. Not deer hunter, not any other animal hunter, just … natal charts hunter. Because, when we find the
natal chart of any historical person, well, this is the end of enigma about that historical person, like when he or she
had lived, and how they lived. This is the end of the search on the historicity of that particular person and even of
the era that he or she belonged to.
What I want to say is that Jyotish is huge and vast, and specializations are needed. Well, it seems that I specialized
in this, in natal charts finding. However, I need some help here and there, this is true, and therefore I would like to
thank all those who are following carefully and making possible that this beautiful knowledge of Vedic AstrologyJyotish would be available in every field of life so that we soon enlighten every human being living on Earth.
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GOOD AND EVIL – Part III
I hope people will like that scheme introduced in few previous essays, along with taking the certain topic of
modern or ancient History, but then inserting … Good and Evil … sequels within it. The reason for doing this is very
simple actually. It is almost like mission impossible to explain any historical event or history situation without having
insight into how it all started in our present cycle, better to say, semi-cycle. We need to have a proper general
orientation first. We need to see wholeness first. We need to know how it all began. It is exactly this knowledge
what we had lost in a dark era, and we were missing it so very much afterward. While having this big winter sleep,
we simply forgot who we are and where did we come from. Nevertheless, people of the ancient era knew about
very well. They knew about who they are. They knew about cycles of world ages, and they knew very where they
are in a certain moment within these cycles precisely. They knew rhythms of nature very well, and then they tuned
with them properly. This is all that we need to do, to tune with the rhythms of nature. I guess, nobody would like
to go against Nature, and against the Evolution Force, therefore why not to tune with Nature even today? This is
the same Nature all around us. Nothing has changed. It is more like that we became a little bit different by falling
into the deep sleep. There was a veil on our consciousness for a long, and we are still kind of drowsy. That is not
going to last for a long; luckily, we can say we are awake now. It is just as that the real show is starting again.
It would be nice to expose that famous table of cycles of yugas and belonging time spans so that we have a very
clear picture of what we are talking about. In fact, all the knowledge about cycles of yugas and how they function
is concentrated in this small, I would call it even … mini-table. It is so short, compact, simple, but so profound. The
precision is stunning. For long time cycles of yugas and how they function, that was baffling our minds indeed. I
personally spent many hours trying to break the code. There were so many different opinions and theories so the
question was to whom to believe. Then somehow, one book did appear in my car, and I even do not know where it
came from? It just simply came out of nowhere. It was in 2002. when that happened. Well, guess which book that
was? That was the book of David Frawley … The Astrology of the Seers … The beautiful hardcover of the Indian
edition of that book did find a way to me just out of the blue. Indeed, I never did find out how it appeared there, it
just materialized. Nevertheless, once it had appeared, it overtook me totally, and I was studying it for years,
especially this one chapter about cycles of yugas. It became my Bible. Literally! So, let we finally see the table itself
…
Descending Yugas
Satya

11,501 BCE – 6701 BCE

Treta

6701 BCE – 3101 BCE

Dwapara

3101 BCE – 701 BCE

Kali

701 BCE – 499 AD

Ascending Yugas
Kali
Dwapara
Treta
Satya

499 AD – 1699 AD
1699 AD – 4099 AD
4099 AD – 7699 AD
7699 AD – 12,499 AD

As I said already, the table was brought out by Vedic Scholar … David Frawley … along with his beautiful explanations
of how yuga cycles function. David Frawley is a living legend, and he wrote many books, texts, and essays with a
spiritual background, and especially with Jyotish as the main topic. His work is significant because he was among
the first westerners who entered this field of exposing Vedic Knowledge. He declares himself as a convert to
Hinduism, and he is recognized in India as such. In addition, he is recognized as a Vedic Scholar par excellence.
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https://www.vedanet.com/secrets-of-the-yugas-or-world-ages/

Nevertheless, David Frawley always emphasizes that the true origin of the table and of the complete knowledge
about is … Sri Yukteswar. This is nothing strange because we see that both of them, David Frawley and Sri
Yukteshwar, they are highly trained in Jyotish. The story has it that he, Sri Yukteswar, synthesized this table from
the Manu Samhita, and probably by using some other sources available to him. He exposed it in 1884, in his work
… The Holy Science. Sri Yukteswar was a … Kriya Yogi. His teacher was … Lahiri Mahasaya … and it seems that the
source of that lineage of Knowledge is … Mahavatar Babaji …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahavatar_Babaji

Babaji, by the way, is considered to be none other than … the Shiva incarnation itself. Very interesting indeed. All
of sudden we have cognized there are different lineages of knowledge seeded on the Earth. Well, this is all in tune
with my statements that gods, goddesses, and many devatas are among us; they do incarnate all over repeatedly.
Such lineages of knowledge, no doubt, they are all very important. Interestingly, we have prominent exposure of
that mentioned lineage through … Paramahansa Yogananda. His book … Autobiography of a Yogi … is so
wonderful that it is becoming like … immortal.

The photo was taken from … http://bookstore.yogananda-srf.org/product/autobiography-of-a-yogi-srf/
https://www.holybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/Autobiography-of-a-Yogi-by-Paramahansa-Yogananda.pdf

This book was not the first I met when talking about my personal spiritual development, but when I had spotted it,
it made a big influence on me. If there was the slightest doubt of mine before about entering the spiritual field
deeply and devoting the entire life to it, well, after seeing this book, everything, all doubts, it all just simply vanished.
I learned that even Steve Jobs was prizing it highly and he was donating one copy to all his closest friends, as a very
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exclusive release, and in a very exclusive package, of course. This is a great gift indeed, and the gesture of Steve
Jobs was great as well because sending friends on a right path in evolution, well, this is the best gift one can give
after all. The book was translated into many languages, and it has many editions, some very luxurious, but some
freely exposed on the Net as a PDF or the eBook.
Indeed, all ancient civilizations knew about world ages and cycles of yugas. Even though they used different
expressions to mark them, the basic knowledge and understanding were the same. There was a Golden Age, the
Sat Yuga, just some 12.000 years and even further back in time. For us, it is very difficult right now to understand
how life was going on at these glorious days. Nevertheless, we have some memories throughout our ancient texts.
They do talk about Eden; the Heaven on Earth, when people did not need to work, and Nature was providing
everything whatever they needed. They just needed to express the desire for something, and that would be
appearing right next to them in a very same instant. The Serotonin, a hormone of happiness was flowing in their
veins and arteries increasingly so that they were in a permanent bliss and they were overtaken by the feeling of
happiness. Just the feeling of happiness and eternal love, this is something they were permeated with and immersed
in. Just love, happiness, and eternal inner bliss. That was Unity. That was Unity with God, with the Creator. Today
we know this is just the state of consciousness. That means, the Eden is not a place to go, the Eden is level of
consciousness to rise up. Therefore, we need teachers and gurus who would do that. In fact, there are lineages of
the highest eternal celestial knowledge already existing in the World. Maybe we just need to look a little bit better,
and to search properly, maybe we shall find some of them.
Then, somehow, it happened that everything went down because they were in a descending cycle. Not only that
the cycle was descending by knowledge and level of consciousness, but it also happened that in a certain moment
they went down dimensionally, and along with the Big Flood which had happened exactly 12.000 years ago, they
did find themselves in the Duality all of sudden.1 What a drastic change!? Well, in Evolution, nothing is for bad, and
therefore they just tuned properly with the new situation, and bliss and happiness was still around for some time.
However, the cycle was still going down, and in 6701 B.C.E., they left the Sat Yuga. It is better to say, the Sat Yuga
left them, and the Treta Yuga began the Silver Age. That was still a nice time, and we have testimonials through the
Ramayana about so many miraculous things happening at that time. Even that world age we have a problem to
understand, because, indeed, legends report about such tremendous achievements that we hardly can believe in
all that. For instance, King Dasharatha, the father of King Rama, got his name … Dasharatha … because he had a
vehicle that could move in all directions. Exactly like this … in all directions. That vehicle could move in all directions,
what presumes that it could fly in all directions. In fact, there are so precise and unambiguous descriptions in Vedas
that we can only conclude that vehicle was a flying object. In some places, it was said that was spaceship for
interstellar voyages. They called it … Vimana …, or Vimanas, as a plural. Furthermore, it seems that such a vehicle
had a module called … Pushpak …, which could separate from the mother ship, and could be used for local traveling,
just like plane or helicopter. Remember the very categorical statement in Ramayana that King Rama after victory
over Ravana, flew back to Ayodhya … by Vimana. Well, even though all that sounds so fantastic and as a part of
some fiction story, we need to consider seriously all that just as a true fact. We have confirmed so many ancient
legends so far. Why not take this into serious consideration as well? Of course, such vehicles were not based on
1) The search for Biblical Flood and Biblical Noah is something what still tackles our imagination. There are some interesting articles exposed
in the BAR-Biblical Archaeology Review, and I will be free to expose some of them.
One is … The Search for Noah’s Flood … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/hebrew-bible/the-search-for-noahs-flood/
Another one is … Where Noah landed? … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/archaeology-today/biblical-archaeologytopics/where-noahlanded/?mqsc=E3962226&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Daily%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=ZE8A6FZ72 …
Very interesting article which makes some parallels between the Biblical Flood and the Hollywood movie … Noah … can be found at the
link … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/hebrew-bible/rock-giants-in-noah/ … under the title … Rock Giants in the
Noah
An article with the similar thematic … Who are the Nephilim? … can be found at … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblicaltopics/hebrew-bible/who-are-thenephilim/?mqsc=E3962226&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Daily%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=ZE8A6FZ72
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combustion motors, or, combustion jets like rockets we know them today. It was most probably based on the antigravity propulsion system that we are more and more aware of even today.
I am just mentioning this to make positive changes in understanding that we need to abandon the scheme of the
Linear History where we are on top and superior to all prior cultures and civilizations. This is simply not true. We
should cease calling our ancients barbarians and hunter-gatherers. Our ancients had such a technology we can only
dream about. Nevertheless, such a time is coming that we shall activate this technology again very soon. Today we
are calling it … Formative Technology. This is technology based on consciousness. This does not depend on the
technology we know today. These are such technological devices that would work only if we have a certain level of
consciousness, otherwise, simply, it would not work at all. Therefore, the key point is … the level of consciousness.
In 3101 B.C.E. the Treta Yuga-Silver Age finished and we entered into Dwapara Yuga. The Knowledge and the level
of consciousness, they are still descending. Lord Krishna was there to introduce some changes. This is still the time
of what we call … miracles. Because, when we read Mahabharata, some portions will leave us breathless. We are
witnessing such fighting skills so that we think this is all impossible. For example, imagine the archer who is capable
to kill one thousand of his enemy just with one arrow. Can you imagine that? Exactly such kind of statement we can
find in Mahabharata of Veda Vyasa. How did they achieve that? Well, it is the level of consciousness in question
again. Basically, such a highly developed warrior-archer would use only one arrow. He will aim carefully, release the
arrow, then by the power of his mind, he would multiply that single arrow thousand times, and each of them will
be like guided missile so that they would unmistakably hit the desired targets. Fiction? Well, I think all such
knowledge will surface somewhere around very soon. By the way, this is the subject of … Dhanur Veda …, which at
that time was reserved and available only for the Kshatriya-Warrior Caste.
In about 701 B.C.E., we left descending Dwapara Yuga-Bronze Age, and we entered into the darkness of the
descending Kali Yuga-Iron Age. They say that cosmic order felt apart at that moment. That was the time of Buddha,
who was born in 681 B.C.E. Then, gradually, the new concept of nations was introduced, where the highest good
was mixed up with the highest evil. Everything was mixed up. In such a dark age, neither of these energies could
exist separately. They were mixed together just because of the survival of both. Of course, this is far from the Vedic
ideal, but it seems, this is the only possible way for both energies to survive the Kali Yuga. The darkest point of Kali
Yuga was about 499 C.E. That was its own negative peak. We know that all ancient cultures collapsed including the
Roman Empire as the last one. Just as Empire of Troy was the last one when many ancient cultures collapsed in
about 1177 B.C.E., on the same way Roman Empire was the last one along with this negative culmination of the Kali
Yuga in 499 C.E.
We are now in Dwapara Yuga what would correspond to the Bronze Age. This is ascending Dwapara Yuga or Bronze
Age that started in 1699 C.E. Therefore, we are about three hundred years in Dwapara Yuga already. Because this
is ascending cycle now where the knowledge and the level of consciousness are raising permanently, we are
oriented toward our bright future, and we are leaving all these old schemes, old concepts, old structures, old
religions, and old traditions of ignorance. Well, people are usually proud of their tradition. Due to that, they are
even attached very much to their traditions. Therefore, breaking with the past sometimes can be painful and even
some force is needed. Nevertheless, when talking about the tradition, the new knowledge we are grasping now is
also our tradition. It is true, this is a more ancient tradition, but anyway, this is still our tradition. Therefore, it is not
that we are introducing something out of the blue. This is our tradition. We need to forget the interpretation that
History and life on Earth after all, that they are developing in a linear manner. Nothing is linear in real life. In fact,
everything goes in cycles. Just never-ending cycles all around us. That means, once upon a time our tradition
contained more of the True Knowledge. More Knowledge means better tuning with Natural Law. In response, that
will drive more happiness and fulfillment in our lives. Nobody wants to go the opposite way today. Nobody likes
ignorance and suffering. That is the reason we tune up with that tradition which is more rewarding for us. Recently
we passed through some very turbulent dark age, the knowledge level was reduced drastically, and the ignorance
was prevailing. Tuning with such traditions that celebrate and promote suffering, well, only the demon would do
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that. Therefore, we carefully separate ignorance from our tradition, and we produce such a system that only bliss
and happiness will be thriving all around us.
This is easy to say, but not so easy to accomplish sometimes. In fact, we need to know what ignorance is.
Nevertheless, if we want to know about ignorance we need to know what pure Knowledge is. In the dualistic field
of relative existence, this is a very tricky thing indeed. Because, inevitably, we need to think in terms of Good and
Evil relationship. Furthermore, whatever side we consider ourselves in, we need to know that other people are just
behind the corner. We need to know that in Duality the Peace is defined just as … the time period between two
wars.
Well, the story of Good and Evil is so complex that even two consequent sequels are not even close enough to
explain everything. This is the reason we simply continue with such deep analysis. This is all so very important
indeed because without comprehending everything we simply do not have any clue what is going on around us.
Indeed, for centuries and millenniums, we were sleeping long winter sleep. There was kind of veil on our
consciousness and we could not see properly. That was such an age full of darkness and ignorance so that now
when we woke up, we want to remove all such traces of the Age of ignorance, and that is the reason we are focused
only on the True Knowledge. Knowledge has a healing quality; it can heal everything, absolutely everything. That is
the reason big souls will continue to incarnate all over again and again. In dark ages, they are needed more than
ever before, so I do not understand that somebody would think they are not coming anymore. Therefore, it would
be good that we know who is who among the gods, avatars, and who knows what else evolutionary figures.
Last time I did mention the Angkor Wat temple complex in Cambodia. Further explanations of Angkor Wat bas-relief
are needed and highly recommended. Indeed, this can surface some very interesting details about who is who in
the Evolution Story.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angkor_Wat

The photo was taken from … https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Angkor-Wat-from-the-air.JPG
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The Angkor Wat temple complex in Cambodia is highly enigmatic by itself. It is not quite clear who did build it up,
and even the full extension is not known entirely because every day some new elements are being discovered, and
above everything, the entire purpose is not known as well. The king … Suryavarman II … is appointed as the one
who built it. It is proved now that the temple complex was just part of the big city probably the size of London. In
fact, that was a mega-city, real ancient megapolis. Nevertheless, because it is reflecting the Vedic knowledge and
Vedic stories, it is assumed that it must have been connected with India somehow. Some even claim that this is part
of … Vaishnava … belief system, and that all is done by migrants from India itself. However, by researching the
subject it is easy to observe a very deep connection of the Temple complex with the domicile indigenous Cambodian
natives … Khmers. Well, it can be we shall definitely need more knowledge to understand what was going on in
ancient India and the surrounding area. There are many documentaries on this topic, but I would recommend the
following one to be watched … Secrets of Angkor … exposed by … National Geographic … and produced in 2009.
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1474277/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/archaeology-and-history/magazine/2016/09-10/discoveries-angkor-wat-temples-cambodia/

I’ve just wanted to say that the temple complex in Cambodia is still very mysterious …
Deeply hidden in the jungle, it was lost for many centuries, and only recently we can say, it was rediscovered. Since
that moment, new details are surfacing almost on a daily basis, and easily we are about to complete the mosaic.
The architecture itself is spectacular, but more of everything else it is impressive how they managed waters. That
was civilization oriented on water, lakes, artificial lakes, and water channels. In addition, such a megapolis and the
entire civilization, they needed plenty of food. This is connected with water also because the rice was the main food
source; that civilization was thriving on rice. Some experts claim this is the reason for the decline because in some
moment they simply could not grow enough of rice. Angkor Wat, as it seems, in some stage changed owners,
perhaps even several times. Because, after the death of King Suryavarman II, who initially built it up and who
belonged to the Khmers, their bitter enemies took it over and started to install some changes. Then in some stage,
it finished as a Buddhist Temple. Finally, it was abandoned and the jungle took it over so that some portions
disappeared entirely under the green vegetation. Today we see there just some local villages that rose up around
the temple complex itself, offering shelter for scientists, researchers and a huge amount of tourists.
I’ve mentioned all that because if we recall the bas-relief of Angkor Wat, well, there are still so many interesting
details we need to cover because they are important so very much, and they are fitting quite well into our research.
This bas-relief is unique because the wall it was engraved in is very long, and the height is significant as well. This is
one gallery with many pillars in front, so it is very difficult to take the picture of the whole artwork, only fragmented
details can be seen. In fact, this bas-relief is the essence of the Veda, and that is the reason we have to devote
certain attention.
We see two sides, two antagonistically oriented sides of opposite polarities, with huge positive and negative inner
charge, we see them competing in what looks like pulling the rope. This sport is well known even today, but mostly
for fun making. Nevertheless, this is not a rope! Not at all! Perhaps it is hard to believe, but this is exactly the snake!
The five-headed snake has a name … Vasuki. However, this should be taken as a metaphor. Because, in this case,
the snake is a metaphor for knowledge and wisdom, what it stays even today. Today we see this symbol of a snake
in almost every pharmacy. Therefore, these two competitive groups, who are named Suras and Asuras, by the way,
they do contest in a search and quest for knowledge and wisdom in order to find the Truth. They say that in the
middle the Vishnu himself is exposed who is actually kind of referee, the one who is just as a mediator between two
competitive sides. He stands on Kurma-Turtle.
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The complete battle is known under the title … churning the ocean of milk … but this is just an allegory again
because the ocean of milk is actually our Galaxy Milky Way. Churning the ocean of milk could eventually be the
search and the quest for the Truth in our Galaxy Milky Way, which is defined just as our corner of the Universe with
very specific rules, and where this very particular game is being played, … the game of polarity.

The photo was taken from … https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/6a/Awatoceanofmilk01__color_corrected.JPG/517px-Awatoceanofmilk01_-_color_corrected.JPG

Interestingly, the bas-relief can give some information about who is who in the Evolution story. Not all characters
are depicted the same size, and thanks to that, we can see that some real gods and high positioned devatas joined
to Suras, while some other characters of the same profile joined Asuras.
However, besides the allegoric and metaphoric meaning, the bas-relief is full of astronomical data and everything
is related to the Astronomy and Cosmology.
http://www.art-and-archaeology.com/seasia/angkorwat/reliefs/br09.html

The Photo was taken from … http://www.holiday-in-angkor-wat.com/angkor-wat-bas/
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The Photo was taken from … http://www.holiday-in-angkor-wat.com/angkor-wat-bas/

Churning the milk of ocean undoubtedly has an association with churning the butter from the milk. The only way to
separate milk-fat from the milk and to produce a butter is to shake the milk heavily in a continuous process that can
take some time, and this process itself is being called … churning. On this bas-relief, we see that the snake Vasuki is
coiled around the mountain. Then Suras and Asuras, by pulling the snake-rope, they rotate the mountain so that by
its rotation will shake the ocean of milk and as a final product the elixir of life will be produced which provides
immortality. The mountain itself has different names and in some places the name … MERU Mountain … is being
used. We see that this Meru Mountain is placed on top of the … Kurma-Turtle. As we know, this is one of the
incarnations of Vishnu. Actually, in Dasavataram Story, it just comes after the Matsya Avatar, the Fish, along with
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the story of Noah. Therefore, they say this is just the second among ten great incarnations of Vishnu. In our halfcycle, of course. Turtle-Kurma, what is to say, Vishnu, is protecting the Mountain Meru not to fall into the ocean,
and not to be lost forever. In this allegoric story, the Mountain Meru symbolizes … the Truth of Life itself. This is to
say, the Truth would fall apart if Vishnu would not be there to support it, to maintain it and to sustain it. In fact, I
think this entire central part of that spectacular bas-relief belongs to Vishnu. The Turtle-Kurma is there where the
Truth of Life is standing on, but he always comes as a referee as well so that he is the one who is carefully monitoring
the process of churning. Depending on the process itself, he might help one side or another, this is his right, this is
his duty after all, and this is what he will certainly do in order to maintain the balance in Evolution. Therefore, along
with his innumerable incarnations, he will shape the Evolution appropriately. Nevertheless, he leaves Suras and
Asuras that they by themselves find the truth for every generation of Humans living on Earth. Remember, they are
churning the ocean of milk in order to achieve the elixir of life and to become immortal. Elixir on life is just like
butter, the final process of churning. This is the metaphor for the Truth and the True Knowledge, what Veda actually
is. The True Knowledge is supposed to be separated from all other non-true ingredients, from layers and layers of
ignorance, and only then, the man established in the highest purified truth will become immortal. Therefore,
immortality itself is the result of Pure Knowledge. The man established in ignorance is not immortal, he is mortal,
he is dying, or at least, he thinks he is dying. The man who is not established in True Knowledge is like a fool. Only
fools are dying somebody said very nicely.
Please note that in the central part, there is one figure above the Vishnu who is as a referee. One figure is there
almost like on the top of the Meru Mountain. Please note that this is not the Heaven, how somebody would
interpret. I saw such interpretations. We see there is kind of platform on top of the Meru Mountain, just like a
certain plateau, and from there he is watching what is going on down the Mountain. Therefore, this is definitely not
the Heaven; this belongs to the Meru Mountain and due to that to the dualistic world as well. Now, there are
disputes and differences in opinion about the point who is that, and a huge discussion was developed. Some would
say this is … Indra … the God of Gods. In fact, with all due respect, Indra is the God of Suras, he is not the God of all
Gods. Asuras have another God, and quite often, the name … Vritra … is associated with. This is our Vishvakarman,
or sometimes he is called … Bali … what is probably derived from Bahubali. Now we know who is Bahubali, right?
Therefore, Indra as being God of Suras cannot be that central figure who is monitoring everything from the central
place of the Meru Mountain. Though must say also, we are very familiar with God Indra as well because he was that
Bharata, the son of King Rishabhanatha and the originator of the Surya Dynasty of Vedic India, the forces of light,
or simply Suras. He also came as Bharata the brother of King Rama. He also came as the Joseph of Arimathea, who
played a very important role in Jesus’ life, on the side of forces of Light of course. O yes, we are very familiar with
him, with the God Indra. Thus, Indra and Indrani, they are always here around us, supporting the Forces of Light,
and leading them in this perpetual play of the dualistic world. Nevertheless, this is a long story indeed, and more
about this some other time.
Then, the previous question remained unanswered. Who is that? Who is that figure on top of the Meru Mountain?
Well, according to my humble opinion, this is also Vishnu or just another aspect of Vishnu. As we know, the supreme
God who maintains and sustains the Evolution is … Vishnu. Among Gods, only Vishnu and Shiva, only they are
immortal. Other Gods are mortal and they will cease to exist along with the end of the Creation, and they will be
reborn at the beginning of the new cycle of the Creation. In the Evolution Story, only Shiva and Vishnu, they are
considered as the sixteenth … Kala … In fact, this is the highest point of Evolution.
Then, what is … Kala?
Well, in Sanskrit the word … kala … has many different meanings. It would denote … time, destiny, fate or death. It
can also denote … black or dark … because this is how the name for Goddess Kali was derived. In fact, it reflects the
God Yama also, the God of death. Nevertheless, it has another meaning as well. Well, according to the fact how
much of pure consciousness is being reflected, everything in Creation can be measured in terms of … Kala or Kalas.
In fact, this is being called … Chaitanya-Shakti … This is to say, everything whatever exists within the entire Creation
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is divided among sixteen Kalas of how much of pure consciousness is being reflected. The first Kala includes minerals
and stones only. Second Kala is the world of plants. The third Kala belongs to animals exclusively. Then further four
Kalas, from fourth to seventh, they belong to Humans, who can be just coming from the animal world and be
undeveloped; they can be as civilized men and women, but also, they can be enlightened and in Unity
Consciousness. Therefore, we see that even four Kalas are reserved for Humans. This is something very, very
important because this is what will have a reflection on the formation of four castes. The caste system is very
important in Vedic Society when either Humanity is falling down or raising up by consciousness. In the lowest
possible point of the Kali Yuga, the caste system is not possible because everything is mixed up, and above
everything, some very important castes are missing. In the highest point of the Sat Yuga, castes are not there as
well but due to entirely different reason. They are simply not needed because all people are in Unity. Therefore, we
see that the caste system is just some transition stage between two extremes. They are just temporary solutions.
Well, in both cases castes are needed when Humanity starts to differentiate in the level of consciousness. This is
just very shortly about because this is a very long story and should be addressed some other time.
Better to continue our story on Kalas. Further on, the eighth Kala belongs to highly developed saints, while Kalas
from nine to fifteen belong to what we call the angelic world, seven Saptarishis, what we call Archangels and many
gods and goddesses who will take up to the fifteenth Kala, including Lord Brahma as the fifteenth Kala. However,
only Vishnu and Shiva, they do belong to the sixteenth Kala, and only they are truly immortal. Therefore, we see
there are some differences among gods and goddesses as well, and in a final stage that will be the source of some
differences in opinions. Not to mention that some jealousy and envy can occur, what will drive out some disputes
and who knows what else.
Just to conclude, Chaitanya-Shakti is also represented by the … Kalachakra-The Wheel of Time … where there are
sixteen spokes of the Kalachakra itself.

By Ramnath Bhat - Flickr: Wheel of Life at Sun Temple Konark, CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=31125481

Well, quite a story, isn't it?
This is true; it is not simple to describe everything when gods and goddesses are in a question. Now when we
entered into their world, well, it is better to expose the complete story apparently, just that we know who is who
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and what is what, even though that can be very ungrateful job indeed. Furthermore, I am not sure whether our life
was easier without them, or our life will be easier with them. With due respect to all gods and goddesses, I am not
sure about that point indeed. Anyway, it seems, irrelative from our perception and observations, they are here
around us, and they have always been. It was only the veil on the consciousness of Humans that created an illusion
gods are not here and that life itself is left to go chaotic way. Some scientists even created theories that everything
comes out of chaos. What an illusion indeed!?
Actually, we did not answer entirely that question who is that on the top of the Meru Mountain and watching on
both sides, on Suras and Asuras, and on their never-ending process of churning the ocean of milk. I expressed my
opinion this is also Vishnu, some aspect of Vishnu to be precise.
Well, there are still many confusions about Vishnu incarnations. In all my essays, I was discussing some aspects of
Vishnu. Actually, I discussed many aspects of Vishnu, though they all do belong to the one and the same aspect of
Vishnu where he is appearing among people, mixing with them, socializing with them; he just incarnates among
Humans and be one of them. He will be born, he will be as a child to grow and to earn some filed of knowledge, he
will marry and have a progeny, he will fight his fights if that is needed, and eventually, he will die. This is to say, all
these endless incarnations, this is all just one aspect of God Vishnu. Nevertheless, there is another aspect of Vishnu
where he occurs with his wife Lakshmi of course, they come together, but they live sort of hermit life completely
isolated from the people. They live in total silence. They never mix with people or communicate with them, and
from some high attitude from the mountains somewhere, they are just watching and monitoring how the Humanity
is doing and how life on Earth is going on. When they observe something is going wrong, well, they react
appropriately, I guess. There is one additional point as well. They live a long life. I mean, they live an extremely long
life. It is said, they live for ten thousand years. However, I think this should be corrected as well. In fact, according
to my opinion, they live one half-cycle of one yuga cycle and then they withdraw entirely, with the tendency to
reaper again along with the new half-cycle again if that is needed. According to some information that came to me,
they were around all until recently, and then they did withdraw heralding the end of the half-cycle of our present
time, and announcing something new is about to start soon. Well, better do not ask me how they achieve to live in
one physical body for twelve thousand years. Let say so. I definitely do not have an answer to this question, but this
is about Almighty Gods and better not to have doubt in that fact. We already have seen one example before. That
is the moment when I mentioned Babaji as the incarnation of Shiva. When considering Babaji, we can find the info
he lives for hundreds and perhaps many thousand years among people, as not being seen at all. Only sometimes,
he will interact with Humans in order to seed the true knowledge system, which is proved to be very important for
Knowledge survival, and important for Humans to be raised in consciousness. It seems the same story is with Vishnu;
he has this aspect of incarnation without interacting with Humans. Nevertheless, as I already have mentioned, he
has another aspect where he does interact with Humans, and this is just the topic of this serial of essays of mine.
Just by an incredible set of coincidences, I stumbled on that so very important story by putting together Vedic
Astrology-Jyotish and the History Science. However, just to be honest, along with the first natal chart that appeared
in that initial stage, I did not have any clue where this research will take me. As we all remember, that was the natal
chart of Jesus himself. It is in his natal chart that some symbols were discovered, just to show the way for finding
further natal charts, and everything was turned into correcting all the history lines. What an amazing adventure!?
Therefore, just to conclude, on the top of the Meru Mountain is Vishnu, just as he is at the bottom. This is to say,
God is the Source and the Destination of our journey. Moreover, the middle point belongs to Vishnu as well so this
is to say he is the Way also. After all, all that is in tune what all religions are saying. Only thing, these religions …
they missed something in-between. They lost the knowledge of how to achieve that ultimate Destination of our
journey. They lost Knowledge of how to be one with God. It seems, in the turbulent Dark Age we just passed
through, these dark forces we were talking about, it seems they took advantage and under the cover of the darkness
they distorted many things so that everything would serve only for their goals. Well, that is the reason we are aware
now that every religion should find its own lost fragments, in order to be complete again and to serve the Humanity
for only one purpose they are designed for, to reconnect the Man with his own source. This is what the name itself
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is telling. They call themselves … religions … and this is coming from Latin … RE-LEGARE … with the meaning to
connect, or to re-connect again the Man with his own Source. They, these countless religions from all over the
World, they all need to accomplish only this one and the single simple task they are designed for … to reconnect
Humanity with the Source. That is all!
To accomplish this, all religions will need Veda. That is the reason it is so very important that we restore the Veda
itself so that it can be capable to enlighten the World.
Perhaps it would be good to say a few additional words about castes and caste system anyway. Now we are already
familiar with terms like Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas, and Sudras. Nevertheless, how did they all come to
existence, and what is their mutual relationship? This is the question now.
Well, to expose the story when did they come into existence, we need to return to the beginning of our half-cycle
again, just after the Big Flood. There we have King Bharata, the great God Indra incarnated, who united the entire
Indian subcontinent, and the entire world after all. People were falling in consciousness, and they needed to tune
the knowledge system appropriately, but the social system as well. Before the Big Flood, all people were in Unity
Consciousness, and we call that … Brahma Chaitanya. That was legendary Eden-Heaven on Earth. At that time,
there was no need for castes, because, simply, people did not differentiate among themselves in consciousness
level. Nevertheless, after facing such a dramatic event as the Big Flood was, and along with dimension shift
downward, well, many things did change. Very quickly, people started to fall down in consciousness further on,
because, simply, the cycle was descending, but the majority was still in Unity Consciousness, in Brahma Chaitanya,
and they were called Brahmins. Along with the caste system what King Bharata introduced, he also invented certain
professions, so that people can do something. As they started spreading their influence around, they needed
soldiers. These soldiers were very high in consciousness as well. They need to be in a high level of consciousness
because this is a very delicate profession. We know that basic instruction is not to kill, but there are some exceptions
with situations when this is not possible to be avoided. There are situations when not fighting is a bigger sin. I am
not going into this story right now; I already have elaborated it in previous essays. Nevertheless, when to fight, and
how to fight, this knowledge is of the highest importance and that was given to soldiers, Kshatriyas. Therefore, they
have been trained to understand the spiritual and moralistic values of every situation, and they were trained to
judge properly. For example, one of the basic principles was not to kill due to hatred. The knowledge about very
sophisticated weaponry was given to them as well. Actually, all knowledge and appropriate philosophy were given
out, however, they were depending upon the fact whether we are talking about Suras or Asuras. They did not follow
the same principles, this is what we know now, and they did not have the same teachers after all. For them,
everything was entirely different. As I mentioned already before in previous essays, when we are declining in
consciousness, after falling out from God Consciousness, very soon, the process of polarization will start within
ourselves, and people will join Suras and Asuras according to their desire and their inner polarization. Therefore,
just to make it shorter, Kshatriyas are still high in consciousness, but definitely lower than Brahmins. Thus, the
original caste system that was initially introduced was consciousness based. Later on, at the beginning of the Kali
Yuga, around 700 B.C.E. let’s say so, they all have fallen from higher states of consciousness, all people became
highly materialistic and not spiritual at all, and at that stage people cannot be separated by the level of
consciousness anymore, because they are generally all at the same level of consciousness. There is no use of the
caste system at that moment. People had started to differ only by richness they possessed, and this is not the story
of the Vedic caste system. Actually, the situation was that one caste started to misuse others. It was in that point
that Buddha came, he tried to simplify the situation, but Brahmins said … no. They flattered to the people by saying
that God himself wanted Caste System to be used, and they continued to use it further on. This is true, God said the
Caste System to be used but under certain conditions. When these conditions disappeared, God came as Buddha
and said not to use it anymore. Brahmins did not listen and they kicked Buddha out. Then just a few hundred years
afterward, God Vishnu came as King Ashoka and he forcefully implemented a system where castes were not in use
anymore. This did not last for a long anyway, as the level of consciousness was going down further on, the
knowledge was going down as well, everything was going closer and closer to the negative peak of the Kali Yuga,
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and Brahmins reinstalled a caste system again. This is a very similar situation what we had in Egypt with their
priesthood. Actually, this is the entirely identical situation. Those who still had some little knowledge, they started
to terrorize all others whom they subordinated to, and this is where slavery was born. I guess, God just wanted that
nobody is suffering. If the level of consciousness is low, that does not mean people have to suffer. Not at all!
However, this is all long story. Maybe we continue some other time.
A lot of knowledge about the relative phase of life, about Duality and how to deal with it, and above everything how
to transcend the Duality and reach Unity, all that can be found in the Bhagavad Gita of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. I’ve
mentioned that book already many times, and there are never enough words to highlight its own importance.
Duality has certain rules to be dealt with and has some limits of course, but that does not mean people need to
suffer. Suffering belongs to ignorance, and therefore wise men always come to correct that. One of them was
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. He was Saptarishi Vasishtha incarnation, and the Bhagavad Gita commentary he exposed
is the closest possible to the original teaching of Krishna given out by Veda Vyasa, who was the same Saptarishi
Vasishta incarnation by the way.
https://www.mumpress.com/maharishi-books/maharishi-mahesh-yogi-on-the-bhagavad-gita-a-new-translation-and-commentarychapters-1-6.html

However, how do we know that? How do we know that Maharishi Mahesh Yogi is the Saptarishi Vasishta
incarnation?
Well, it is enough to look at the natal chart of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi so that we immediately recognize the pattern
of Saptarishi Vasishta. After all, this is how I did find many incarnations of him, of the Saptarishi Vasishta. I was
capable to find them just by watching the same pattern that is being repeated in every incarnation, just as with
Vishnu incarnations. Just as with most of the other people after all. Many people would be surprised by seeing how
many patterns are being repeated from life to life. Of course, all that has its own basis in Vedic Astrology-Jyotish.
There are graha-devatas who deliver results of our past deeds, but these graha-devatas would show and put in
action our desires and our deepest biases as well. In addition, graha-devatas are responsible for our physical image.
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi was born on January 12, 1917, at 7.46 AM in Jabalpur, India. This is a very precise birth time
with a possible error of only a few minutes up or down. Please note that I have checked everything very thoroughly.
Jabalpur, India (23N10, 79E56), is for sure his birthplace. The year of birth is for sure 1917, not 1918, as that was
stated by some passport circulating on the internet. This is a wrong year; it might have been given out by Maharishi
himself this is true, but who knows for what reasons. Not any other option is possible, only the year 1917. should
be considered. In addition, there is some other natal chart circulating around, with a slight difference in birth time,
and appointing to some other Navamsa Lagna. This is also not correct natal chart due to the not correct birth time.
Because, as usual with Saptarishi Vasishta, the main natal chart should be with Capricorn lagna and exalted Mars
on the lagna itself. Rahu should be in the twelfth in the Sagittarius. In addition, quite often, the Atmakaraka should
be in the ninth house of Navamsa, what is the case here, because Surya is the Atmakaraka posited in the ninth of
Navamsa. This is giving Aries-Mesha ascendent-lagna in Navamsa what is … ALWAYS … the case. I am mentioning
all that just to avoid any further questions, and to save time in checking for confirmation or denying, what will be
inevitably done by many. This is the correct natal chart and correct birth time of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. That
means, all other options, should be simply dismissed.
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Of course, many words could be possibly exposed to explain this natal chart, but we leave that for some other time.
After all, the life story of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi is very complex indeed, and all can be proved as a very long story
actually. Perhaps even several encyclopedic volumes would be needed to depict his life, though I am not sure that
would be enough either. Therefore, it is better to leave that for some other time. The form of essays that I have
chosen for exposing my thinking, attitudes, and revelations, is practical because it is short enough to give basic
ideas, and for not being boring so much, but it definitely has some limitations of its own. Due to that, I cannot go in
depth with any particular topic or any point because that would ask for some other way of expression. Who knows,
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maybe one day each of my essays will be transformed into a book. Or, perhaps each essay can serve as a screenplay
for some exciting documentary. Well, I like movies also, especially historical movies, this is probably easy to guess.
I also like movies based on true stories. Before or after the movie, they always say … based on a true story. Or just
… True Story. However, in my case, they would need to adopt a little bit. It would probably have to sound like … The
True Story of the True Story.

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

I like this photo of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi very much. It has just come to me recently, and as soon I saw it, it became
clear to me immediately, this is the one I want to expose in my essays. I did some small intervention though. Just,
basic things like contrast, sharpness, haze … The Black and White in digital photography is in again. However, in this
case, the choice of Black and White emphasizes simplicity. They say that was one very important feature of
Maharishi. In addition, it is giving a patina of being ancient. That photo fits into my essay on ancient history perfectly
well. In addition, the vignetting effect emphasizes the light around the body itself and giving the impression of aura.
Then, this is fitting perfectly well into the story of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi himself as well. They say he was a man
with a great aura. This is nothing strange by the way because they say that when Saptarishi Vasishta is in the
question, we would need 500 years to walk over his cosmic body.
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KING SUDAS
One of the biggest among all enigmas in the Vedic literature, and especially in the historiography, is to locate the
proper time frame for so-called … Battle of the ten kings – Dasharadjna Yuddha … where … King Sudas … is
supposedly in the main role. In addition, as I started my own research in order to find the real historical background
of that story, I’ve noticed that this could be very closely connected with the so-called … Aryan Invasion Theory.
Well, if this is true, then if we solve this problem of the historicity of the King Sudas, it is plausible we shall solve
two big problems of the True History just along with one stroke. This is much easier to say though. I should admit
honestly that I did try to solve this enigma several times, and each time it was highly unsuccessful. Because to put
it the simple way, there is no proper time frame given. Nevertheless, not only that, the thing is there are so many
confusing elements, and it as that somebody has mixed up history lines again, as that somebody tried intentionally
to hide King Sudas. Indeed, some analysts would place this story before Ramayana, which means before King Rama
himself. Some others would say King Sudas was in action much later, that means closer to our time, but before the
Mahabharata War and the time of Lord Krishna. Yet, some would claim the time after the Mahabharata should be
considered, perhaps about 2350 B.C.E. Interestingly, some scientists would place it much later, closer to our time,
because they consider the beginning of Vedic Times just as 1500 B.C.E., and in this case, King Sudas must have been
around perhaps just few hundred years before the Jesus Christ himself. Well, all that was very confusing indeed,
and therefore I was circling in the circle for a long time.
Indeed, I was searching so desperately for any clue that could possibly help in breaking down that enigma. One very
important point is that I know when the true Aryan Invasion out of India did happen. It did happen around 19001800 B.C.E., and therefore we dismiss all other opinions and statements that it did happen later on, we dismiss all
that just as nonsense. Though, as the Aryan invasion theory was somehow connected with King Sudas, that means
that the real-time frame of King Sudas could not be far from the mentioned time frame, and therefore we dismiss
options like before the Ramayana, or before the Mahabharata as not plausible at all. I was of opinion that we need
to search for King Sudas after the Mahabharata, but closer to the mentioned 1900-1800 B.C.E. period, when many
things changed within the Indian World. This is to say I was prone to research carefully all options considering the
year 2350 B.C.E. as a real-time frame for King Sudas.
Indeed, there is a research of Indian scientist and Sanskrit Scholar … Prof. P. L. Bhargava … who favored exactly
this option. There is a beautiful article where almost all known about King Sudas and the Battle of ten kings is given
out …
http://www.sanskritimagazine.com/indian-religions/hinduism/dasarajna-battle-ten-kings-rig-veda/

Furthermore, there is a site exposing the complete story and achievements of Prof. P. L. Bhargava …
http://www.plbhargava-conference.org/

The work and achievements of Prof. P. L. Bhargava are really impressive and I hope in the near future we shall find
some more time and devote more space to all his accomplishments. Now we shall focus only on this part of his
research where he claims we need to find the real historical King Sudas about 2350 B.C.E.
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Indian Sanskrit Scholar Prof. P. L. Bhargava
The photo was taken from … http://www.plbhargava-conference.org

That means we have the scientific background for the search on King Sudas about 2350 B.C.E. Well, this is exactly
the point where I started my research. The previously mentioned article in Sanskrit Magazine gave some clues,
some basic life storylines, and by gathering many experiences along with previous meticulous researches, I bravely
plunged into the story of King Sudas. Just to say, it was not easy. It was not easy at all. Some additional explanations
were useful, like the following one for example …
http://www.themysteriousindia.net/battle-ten-kings/
This battle is memorialized in the 7th Mandala of the Rigveda, in hymns 18, 33 and 83.4-8). In this Battle of Ten Kings all the people of
the Rigvedic India were involved. It took place near the Parusni River (Ravi River) in Punjab. The place where they fought later became
the site of the city of Harappa, possibly the first modern urban center in history.

Nevertheless, gradually, bit by bit, I think I came close to decipher the natal chart of King Sudas. I would suggest the
natal chart exposed below. It seems, he was born on March 9, 2348 B.C.E. at 9.36 AM LMT. As the place of birth, I
took … Mansa … in Punjab, which was considered as the seat of the kingdom of his father and grandfather. They
say that especially his grandfather was a very powerful king who made a big kingdom, and it seems his grandson
Sudas made it even bigger. This story flow has reminded me of the story of King Cyrus the Great, and I started to
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search for Jupiter-Saturn conjunction in the fourth house. Presence of Jupiter there in the fourth would explain
huge enlargement and expansion of the homeland. Indeed, that assumption was proved as a true one because
there was some connection of Jupiter with the fourth house, but not fully in the fourth house. This will be explained
later on.
Here is the natal chart …
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Immediately we see there is a confirmation of the research of Prof. P. L. Bhargava, and we need to thank him for
bringing us closer to the problem-solving. That was such a relief indeed. That problem with the natal chart of King
Sudas was pending for a long, and finally, we have it. Moreover, not only that, it happened that this revelation will
be the key to solve similar problems of sages Vasishta and Vishvamitra. What a blessing indeed!
The name of the wife of the King Sudas was … Sudevi … We do not know much about her, almost anything right
now, and therefore we live this point just as it is.
Well, in the natal chart we notice there is a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, very strong conjunction by the way
because they are only about a few degrees apart. Nevertheless, it happened the conjunction itself is in the third
house, not in the fourth as I was initially thinking. However, there is a connection of the Jupiter-Guru with the fourth
because in the Narayani Bhava Chalit Kundali Jupiter-Saturn conjunction moved to the fourth house. I was
explaining the story of that chart … the Narayani Bhava Chalit Kundali … in some previous essay. Nevertheless, I
will repeat it again. This is a very complex thing actually. In some considerations of the basic natal chart, the Janma
Kundali, not all rasis-signs are of equal size, and for some planets that can reflect in changing the sign and the house
within the natal chart itself. Therefore, that should be taken into account when analyzing the natal chart.
Nevertheless, they say, this is so complex that it is not recommended to go into it for all those who have less than
15 years of dealing with Jyotish. Just to make the story shorter, this chart, the Narayani Bhava Chalit Kundali, should
be taken into account when considering the Dasha system especially. In this particular case of King Sudas, that
means for Jupiter Dasha and Saturn Dasha, including all their buktis, their influence in the fourth house should be
taken into account as well.
Furthermore, in the natal chart, we can notice the presence of Parivarthana Yoga made by the Guru-Jupiter and the
Budha-Mercury. This is a very important point indeed. That will connect the third house and the ninth house to be
just like twins. At the same time, they exchange the seventh aspects, so this is an even stronger connection between
these two houses. Interestingly the Budha-Mercury is in Vargottama debilitation, what would say, very deep
debilitation, but the previously mentioned situation will save this situation to some extension. Budha-Mercury is a
volatile planet and in this conjunction with the Chandra-Moon in the ninth house, it is the Chandra who is on the
lowest degree and therefore the Chandra who is lagnesh by the way, will decide the direction of personal inclination
and it will guide the Budha-Mercury thoroughly. In addition, Budha-Mercury is the Atmakaraka, what I guess will
save the situation further on.
It is also important to mention that both planets, Saturn and Jupiter, serve as functional malefic for that lagnaascendant, and that will make huge pressure on the third and the ninth house. The ninth house represents higher
philosophical attitudes and highest moral and spiritual values, including gurus and teachers. Indeed, King Sudas in
a certain moment had two highly developed and trained Gurus embodied as sages Vasishta and Vishvamitra. This
is where the story becomes even more interesting. The thing is that there was a clash between them, and one was
supposed to leave. It happened that was Sage Vishvamitra. It is right at that moment that he was thinking about
how to take revenge, and it was due to him that the coalition of ten kings was established. That would have led
toward the long war with many battles. Nevertheless, as it seems, King Sudas came as the winner after all.
As I’ve assumed that this might be our Saptarishi Vasishta in a question, I immediately launched the quest for his
natal chart. We have a long experience with casting natal charts of Saptarishi Vasishta, and I was full of confidence
it would not be so difficult to locate him on the History Time Line. I presumed that he should have been about 3040 years older, as he always comes to be the guru and the teacher of Vishnu himself. Therefore, I concentrated my
research somewhere about 2370-2380 B.C.E. I hardly can explain my joy when I finally spotted it. Stars have shown
that Sage Vasishta, the teacher and the guru of King Sudas, was born on December 13, 2380 B.C.E. at 5.35 AM LMT.
The place of birth is just an approximation, and therefore it can be that longitudes and latitudes of planets might
need some adjustments in some stage. Nevertheless, we have a very precise natal chart of Sage Vasishta now, what
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is an amazing result of our quest, knowing that just recently we did not have any clue about any of them, neither
King Sudas nor Sage Vasishta. This is a unique situation indeed.
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Then, as I was watching on these natal charts, and as I was plunging even deeper into contemplation on this
problem, something else attracted my attention. In fact, it was about Sage Vishvamitra, and I was just wondering
what if we try to find his natal chart. Well, that was almost like mission impossible again, but we know suchlike
missions do not exist. The thing is, here I will need to expose some even deeper esoteric stories. Nevertheless, this
is something that led me directly toward the discovery of the natal chart of Sage Vishvamitra, so it is better not to
avoid that part.
The point is that we do not know almost anything about Sage Vishvamitra. I mean, we have some clues about his
life story in this particular incarnation, but we do not have any clue about his natal chart. So how to cast his natal
chart then?
Well, first of all, we have to think more esoteric way.
If Sage Vasishta of King Sudas was the Saptarishi Vasishta incarnation, then who is Sage Vishvamitra? In fact, there
is the Saptarishi Vishvamitra as well, and somehow we have these two Saptarishis connected together and coming
together in many stories. Then, the logical conclusion is that this Sage Vishvamitra is the Saptarishi Vishvamitra
incarnation. However, that is a nice conclusion but what to do with it if we do not have any clue about his natal
chart casting. But, what if we have!? This is now where the most interesting part is coming in. In fact, we need to
know this part of the Vedic genesis story, where it was said that after God Brahma had created the Creation, the
first thing he was about to do next was to create beings who would help and assist him in seeding the life within
the entire Creation itself. This is where he, the Lord Brahma, out of his body created seven Beings whom we shall
call Saptarishis in Vedic tradition, or they will be called Archangels in some other tradition. He created them from
different parts of his body, but according to the story, two of them were born instantly from the mind of the Lord
Brahma himself. This is to say that they are twins actually, and they are full of wisdom and knowledge. They were
born from the same part of the body of Lord Brahma and in the same moment actually, so they are twins. Practically,
and technically, they are twins. Indeed, if you would just give some attention to that esoteric story, and if you would
research little bit behind, then you will find that two Archangels are twins, and in some places, even their names
are exposed. They call them … Sandalphon and Metatron … These names are coming preferably from the … mystical
literary traditions of Rabbinic Judaism and early Christianity, notably in the Midrash, Talmud, and Kabbalah ...
The quote is taken from …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandalphon

The story of Archangel Metatron can be found here …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metatron

Therefore, we see that we have records on two highly celestial beings, right next to the God himself, and they are
twins. The word … twins … I will highlight again because this is the keyword. This is the key to finding the natal chart
of Sage Vishvamitra. When considering the natal chart of Sage Vishvamitra, it happened somehow, that this word
was vibrating in my mind for some time. Then in a certain moment, it came out why it is vibrating. Well, if we now
start to think as Jyotishis would do, twins have very similar natal charts. In most of the cases, they are identical and
their charts are differing only in very minor details. Now, what if we try to apply that to the story of Saptarishis
Vasishta and Vishvamitra? They are twins, we just made that conclusion, and this is to say their natal charts should
share some common features. What can that possibly be? First thing, it can be that their lagnas-ascendants are
identical. Therefore, we immediately set up the Capricorn ascendant for Sage Vishvamitra. Then, exalted MarsMangal should be definitely there. He usually comes as Guru, but Gurus would have exalted Jupiter-Guru as well.
Interestingly, it is about to fall in the seventh house, and giving the seventh aspect to the lagna-ascendant, and to
the supposedly exalted Mangal there. This is how I started the search for the natal chart of Sage Vishvamitra. Then,
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the question is raised where to search, who was older in this case? Well, that was a big enigma until I did find in
passing countless documents that Sage Vasishta was senior in this story. Fine, now just to search a little bit better.
Something else was bothering me as well. If Mangal and Guru are exalted in the natal chart, well, that would give
their mutual seventh aspect, and that would result with truth-loving and very strong spiritual teacher, but is this
the case here with the Sage Vishvamitra? In fact, there were some problems there. Sage Vishvamitra was a king
before he became a sage. He wanted to take this miraculous cow from Sage Vasishta, the cow that was capable of
feeding his entire army. Furthermore, he lost his entire army. He lost also his nine sons during this turbulent
encounter with Sage Vasishta. Then he turned to become rishi, and he wanted to become a Brahma Rishi in fact.
He did accomplish that, and this is how he became the guru of King Sudas. Therefore, for some time King Sudas had
two gurus. However, there was a huge animosity between them, between those two Gurus because of their
previous struggle. Then in some moment, Sage Vishvamitra was supposed to leave. After that, in his big anger, he
formed an alliance of ten kings to attack King Sudas. Therefore, there was a lot of anger there in his nature. In Jyotish
terms, what can be the cause of such anger? Well, this is usually due to debilitated Mangal-Mars. Something was
wrong there with the Mars-Mangal himself. This is where I changed some things in the natal chart, and instead of
exalted Mangal, I was searching for debilitated Mangal. However, that would be exalted Jupiter and debilitated
Mars conjunction. Well, the fact is that exactly this combination is fitting much better in the story of Sage
Vishvamitra. There was the spirituality of the highest degree involved, but there were bitterness and anger exposed
as well. Considering the fact that Sage Vishvamitra was supposed to be a few years younger, well, we know where
to search for the real birth of the real Sage Vishvamitra.
In the final stage, one natal chart crystalized, and I would suggest considering it as the true option for the case of
Sage Vishvamitra.
He was born on July 24, 2375 B.C.E. at 2.38 PM LMT, most probably somewhere around Mansa in Punjab.
Here is the natal chart of Sage Vishvamitra …
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There is one more important thing I would like to mention before concluding this chapter. It seems that the battle
of ten kings, or the majority of them because there were many battles in that famous war, they were happening
about the place where Harappa rose later on. The war was going on around the River Ravi.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indus_Valley_Civilisation
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The photo was taken from … https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/50/Carte_Indus.jpg

Please find underneath two additional links talking about King Sudas and the battle of the ten kings …
http://historyindianized.blogspot.nl/2012/08/the-battle-of-ten-kings-dashradnya.html
http://www.shankarkashyap.com/the-battle-of-ten-kings/index.html
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ARIAN INVASION THEORY
Finally, we came to the Aryan Invasion Theory (AIT). Though must say, I am not sure we shall be able to give the
complete answer to that question in one or maybe two sentences. Nevertheless, now, by considering that topic in
the light of King Sudas, there are few interesting details, few facts are becoming crystal clear, and that will definitely
shade more light on the entire story. Therefore, even though we shall not find all answers right now, we shall find
out what the Aryan Invasion Theory is not about. In fact, I do not want to waste too much of time on this theory.
We rather consider the … Out of India Theory - OIT … The battle of the ten kings was a huge crossroad, a big turning
point in the history of the Human race, just as it was during the time of King Rama and Lord Krishna. Every generation
of Humans on earth has its own crossroads, but sometimes some ages are very special in this sense, and they will
decide the destiny of Humankind for many hundreds of years and even for millenniums. In many analyses, I did find
that belonging age of King Sudas stands right shoulder to shoulder with the previously mentioned two epic ages.
This is very true. All until that moment the descendants of King Bharata as representatives of Suras, and descendants
of King Bahubali as Asuras lived next to each other in India itself. They had their battles and wars all along the
ancient time. Nevertheless, after winning that war what was including many battles actually, King Sudas expelled
and banished all those who lost, he banished them out of India, what is to say, he banished them westward. This is
to say that asuric alliance of ten kings who lost that war, they were supposed to move westward on the territory of
today Iran and Afghanistan. The story has it that during the war, there was some very critical river crossing, and the
disputes are driven out how the crossing did happen. I mean, the dilemma was whether the crossing was from the
west to the east, or it was from the east to the west? They say that was the trigger for AIT because some claimed
that the crossing of the river was going on from the west to the east side, what presumes … entering India. That
was a trigger for AIT indeed, because they moved everything to about 1500 B.C.E., and they said that Aryans did
enter India at that time. Nevertheless, nothing was farther from the truth than this statement.
In fact, now we see all that is false because King Sudas was born in 2348 B.C.E. This is much later if we consider the
time of Lord Krishna, and even further away from the time of King Rama. We do not have confusions about the age
he was living in anymore. This is one point. Another very important point is the mentioning of some big water along
with crossing the river as the war started. One side passed through the river, but another side who was in pursuit,
they were simply washed away by the strong river. Well, this is immediately reminding me of the hypothetical
Biblical crossing of the Red Sea, and the story of Moses. There is an unbelievable resemblance between these two
stories and because the story of Moses did happen later on, I wonder if this is actually the same story, the story that
is actually translated from the time of King Sudas. Now we come very close to the conclusion that the story of Moses
and the crossing the Red Sea is possibly just an invention, just a replication of the story that did happen about one
thousand years before the Moses time. This is very interesting indeed. The Biblical story is echoing the Vedic Story,
just as it does with many other details. We have seen already many suchlike details. This is to say, the Vedic Story,
the Vedic History better to say, was the template for the Bible.
Interestingly, they also say that the battle of the ten kings was the origin of Persia along with the Sage Zarathustra.
This is also a false story. In fact, it is true that Persia did raise there at the same spot on the territory of Iran and
Afghanistan, but that happened much later on. Well, now we are in a situation to find the Sage Zarathustra as well.
This is the best actually. Whenever we have some doubts about time framing of some historical events or similar,
well, we just make the natal chart of the person belonging to that era, and immediately we know the truth.
Must say, the Sage Zarathustra was an enigma for a long time also. Because of this confusion and mixing the events,
ages and all history lines, after all, I was permanently searching Zarathustra in wrong time frame. Well, even long
ago I assumed that Zarathustra was Saptarishi Vasishta incarnation as well. That was not a problem to conclude so
I knew what I was searching for. Nevertheless, because of confusion with the time frame, I did not know … where
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to search for. I mean, in which period, better to say. Combinations for Saptarishi Vasishta incarnations are repeating
after about every 18 years, so there are many options, charts could be very similar, and it could not be easy to
distinguish them. We have to come as is possibly closest to the real time-frame, otherwise, we are just wasting our
time. Then I’ve noticed something very interesting again. I’ve noticed that almost all historical sources try to
separate and detach Zarathustra from King Cyrus the Great. As we know, King Cyrus was the originator of the Persia,
and there were many clues Zarathustra should have been around as well, but it seems, many tried to deny that. It
is exactly that denial what attracted my attention, and I was just thinking, what if Zarathustra appeared just prior
to Cyrus, and what if they were contemporaries? I tried that option despite the efforts of many sources to disrupt
this connection. Indeed, that was the key point, just to put King Cyrus the Great and Sage Zarathustra into the same
sentence. That was the key to deciphering the story of Sage Zarathustra. King Cyrus the Great and Sage Zarathustra
rode together.
Sage Zarathustra was born on January 2, 594 B.C.E., at 6.34 AM LMT, most probably in Terez, Bactrya, what will
become great Persian Empire very soon, just part of it, so to say.
Here is the natal chart …
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Thus, this is how we solved another big enigma of ancient time, the Sage Zarathustra himself. He is just the part of
the story of King Cyrus the Great. It seems that Persia was of asuric origin because Zarathustra himself proclaimed
supreme … God Ahura Mazda … as the main deity of Persia. Furthermore, even the memory on Sage Vishvamitra
was preserved within the Persian Empire through the name of a deity called … Mitra. Indeed, it was considered as
one of the highest deity in Zoroastrianism …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mithra

… and not only that because it seems that Roman cult and very secretive religion called … Mithraic mysteries …
developed exactly in connection to the Sage Vishvamitra.
Therefore, we see that Persia had a strong asuric charge. Nevertheless, we need to know that Persia was sort of
federation of many countries called Satrapies, under the rule of one sovereign emperor of course. Therefore, it is
plausible there were Suras and Asuras mixed up living next to each other. They were mixed in a sense that different
ethnical groups lived just next to each other. It is all happening about 1750 years after King Sudas, many things
happened in-between and the situation was entirely different. Generally speaking, that was the time many things
were mixed up, and the setting of the stage for the world which we know today was going on.
When mentioning Persia, then we definitely need to mention something else. History records are reporting about
the huge rivalry, animosity, and never properly explained hostility between Ancient Persia and Ancient Greece.
Now, when we expanded our knowledge how things in Dualistic World do function, now we need to look on that
relationship from the point of view of the Good and the Evil, and from the point of view of Suras and Asuras. The
observed organic hatred between two cultures had its own root in the fact that one is established with the negative
wing of Vishnu incarnations, and another one with positive. The thing is that the mother of the King Cyrus the Great
was that famous Goddess Kali, and the father was Good Vishvakarman, both representing and leading the dark
Lunar Dynasty. When Cyrus was around, everything was all right more or less; with his softness and righteousness,
he balanced these energies. Nevertheless, as he disappeared from the scene all was turned to the negative side, to
the asuric side. This is one very basic reason we say that Persia was of asuric origin. Let see now Greece. As we know
that the most fundamental worshiping in Greece was devoted to the Goddess Athena as the originator of Greece,
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then immediately everything becomes clearer. Even though this is not entirely clear from the legends and from
mythology itself, it is very likely that Vishnu incarnated there and with incarnated Goddess Parvati, the Queen of
Heaven, who is none else than Goddess Athena herself, they established Ancient Greece, providing them the
complete Suric background. By the way, in Greeks tradition, God Vishnu was being called … Zeus. Therefore, legends
and myths can be true, but they can partially deviate as well. Usually, among such cultures established by two
different wings of God Vishnu, the huge animosity will be born, irrelative of the fact where they are established and
how they are established. The example of Persia and Greece is not the only one. This is just a continuation of a
continuous never-ending battle of Suras and Asuras. When Suras and Asuras left the Indian subcontinent where
they had their battles for many millennia, the same story continued in the world where they moved in. This is maybe
too early to talk about, but the time we live in right now, our age, is not an exception.2
Now we return back to the time of King Sudas again. We solved many problems with this king, but we also see that
we cannot consider the AIT to be in his time. There was sort of OIT rather going on because that was probably the
beginning of big movements westward. Indeed, on the north-west side of India, everything was boiling. Everything
was moving westward actually. We see that the seat and the capital of King Sudas are not in Ayodhya anymore. I
mean in the real Ayodhya what was near Jaipur in Rajasthan actually. The focal point is in Punjab now. When he
pushed those who lost the war out, they moved even further on to the west so that they moved on the territory of
Afghanistan and Iran. That means the boiling pot, the hot pot, moved even farther to the west. The big pressure
was created there on that spot. From the science of electricity and physics, we know that when we have points with
different pressures, the voltage will be created in-between, and this is nothing else than the force which will drive
electrons from one side to another. The current flow will occur. This analogy is universal and can be applied even
when we consider the social behavior of Humans. As long there are some places with increased tension, the voltage
is there immediately, and it will drive the current flow as long tension and pressure between two points are
equalized. That is to say, the huge migration of people will occur in such situations, some countries and ethnic
communities will cease to exist, some new will surface, and the picture of the world will be drastically different.
In some documents, info can be found that the grandson of King Sudas fought the battle and the war in the territory
of Afghanistan with some other ethnical groups, he won the battle and the war, and he pushed them further out of
that region. That battle supposedly did happen around 2270 B.C.E. Those who were pushed out, well, who possibly
they could have been? Well, I am not sure if we can answer that question right now. In addition, another question
rose up. In fact, those who were pushed out, where did they go? Did they go further westward? I mean, if they were
moving further westward, they ultimately would have finished on the Mediterranean Sea, on the Levant, right? Was
it something like that registered in the History? At that time, we know for sure that Egypt was there. Most probably
Sumerian civilization was still thriving there, or it was going toward its own end. Or, is it possible that exactly such
big movements from Vedic India choked the Sumerian Civilization? Who else was there at that time? Well, some
questions we really need to leave for some other time. However, I need to mention that we are about to touch the
Biblical times now. In fact, I am not sure that the term … Biblical … is good enough to start all these considerations.
As soon we mention … Biblical … that automatically drives out some boundaries and some limitations. We simply
CANNOT talk in these terms! The biblical frame cannot move the Time Machine much before 2000 B.C.E. As well, it
cannot move that machine further to the east then Mesopotamia is. For the Biblical frame, the Vedic India does not
exist! The Old Testament was invented with the purpose to hide previous glorious era, the Vedic Era, and to break
with it, to put a veil over it. Then, how can we talk about finding the True History, the Vedic History, in terms of

2) Very nice article from the BAR covering topic how Athenian Acropolis was destroyed by Persians can be found under the name … The
Athenian Acropolis … at the web site … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/ancient-near-eastern-world/theathenianacropolis/?mqsc=E3966995&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Daily%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=ZE8A6YZ70
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Biblical and the Bible? How can we put the foot of the adult man into the boot of the small kid? Something is wrong
there, now we know that. Nevertheless, luckily, all these barriers and limitations are on the level of minds only, and
that is easy to be changed, adjusted, and tuned with new cognitions, with the new paradigm that is just about to
be established. We live in an entirely different time when knowledge and the level of consciousness are raising
permanently and rapidly, and now we have even problem to understand these times of three, or even four thousand
years ago. How can we base our knowledge system on the level of knowledge from the deepest point of the Kali
Yuga-Iron Age?
That is to say, we need to consider the early appearance of the Canaanites in the Levant, and we need to connect
them with these big waves of migration from India. We need to connect the Canaanites with the rolling masses of
different kind of Vedic people moving out of India. Isn’t it that just about that time the Canaanites occurred there?
Early Canaanites of course, so that they still have been organized in what we call … the caste system. They had a
strong warrior caste armed with very sophisticated weaponry, including highly trained horses and equestrians, and
in addition, they were armed with chariots, what was until that moment totally unknown to the people of the Near
East and Egypt. Such a very powerful military organization gave them great power so that they could have easily
conquered whoever was on their way. After all, this is how they got their name, or, at least one name they carried.
They also had a strong caste of highly trained Vaishyas, traders and entrepreneurs, versed in the production of
goods and all that was needed for every society, in order that the life is comfortable and going smooth way. They
were carrying their Vaishya family traditions for thousands of years. Is this perhaps the origin of the Jewish tradition,
which by the way, carries so many linking clues with the Vedic Civilization itself?3 Of course, the cycle was going
down, the knowledge was fading out, new and simpler systems were supposed to be imposed, which forced
forgetting of the glorious past and breaking with any tradition of previous times. I think this is the moment when
monotheistic Judaism occurred, and it was tracing the way for all others to go. We saw God Vishnu incarnated along
with many incarnations, what in Jewish tradition is called … Messiah. Let us mention great Jewish kings for example,
like David, Solomon, Hezekiah, and King Amaziah of Judah. They were all serving as Messiah. However, as we know
now, Samson, and finally Jesus the Christ, should be also considered as Messiah. Moreover, there are some other
incarnations in this frame, which by the way we rather do not mention right now. Work in progress, so to say.
Furthermore, we saw Saptarishi Vasishta and Vishvamitra coming to embody many prophets who gave great
knowledge and wisdom. We recognize Sage Vasishta as Prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, and John the Baptizer. It
happened that Sage Vishvamitra appeared as Prophet Elijah as well. Perhaps there are some other incarnations of
theirs as well, and these are still supposed to be discovered. Work is in progress. Nevertheless, there are so many
opened questions still, but answers to all these exposed questions, I suggest we find some other time.
This is so very interesting situation indeed. As we are answering so many questions on the true ancient history, the
spirituality, and the true purpose of life, more and more new questions are popping up, and I am just wondering if
there is the end of all these questions? Well, there is the end to all these questions, but this is only at the moment
when we establish ourselves in the Field of All-knowingness. Then we know everything naturally and spontaneously,
and no need for tractates to answer so many questions. That is the reason we apply all possible and available
knowledge just to accomplish that task. The very much-needed knowledge is all around us now, and we just need
to grasp it.
Well, just to mention a few more things before concluding the essay.
I did not want to mention many names, but the name of Suras was preserved even until today in the name of the
country of Syria for example, what was just … Suria … once upon a time, and all that is definitely give some
associations and close links with the Suras. Unfortunately, some very strange wars are connected with this area
right now. The name of Asuras was preserved because we had Assyrians there as well, who were closely connected
3) Interesting eBook from BAR named …Ten Top Biblical Archaeology Discoveries … is available and it is introducing some very interesting
works on early origins of Jews … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/free-ebooks/ …
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with Babylon, where some very negative connotation is associated with.4 They had such great knowledge, but it
seems they used everything on the negative side. The reputation of Assyrians resembles Asuras indeed.5 In addition,
it can be that the famous Hittites were connected with Assyrians somehow because they have exposed a very similar
mental profile but we better do not go into elaborating this topic further on. We save that for some other time.
Initially the term … Aryan … did not have any racial connotation. It was depicting and denoting people who live in
accord with natural laws, people who follow Vedic rules and principles, where life in higher states of consciousness
is only worthy to be lived and to be enjoyed. The title Aryan was applied to both, to Suras and to Asuras. Actually,
Vedic people do not care about nationality and racial background. They know they are all children of God and
therefore their focus is the Knowledge that will raise them all toward the Unity with their Father, with the Creator.
Nevertheless, in some stage later on, as knowledge and level of consciousness were going down, this term Aryan
slide into the realm of racial differences and it became the matter of further disputes, and tragically, even wars.
Luckily, we are out of such schemes today, and we focus only on light and true Knowledge in order to achieve exactly
this … the Heaven on Earth.

CONCLUSION
It seems we have solved almost all problems and answered all intricate intriguing questions about King Sudas
and the belonging era he lived in. There were many questions indeed. In one place, I did find the question what was
the true role of God Vishnu in the story of King Sudas? Well, now we know the answer to this question. King Sudas
was the incarnation of the God Vishnu himself. Furthermore, we have found Saptarishis Vasishta and Vishvamitra,
who in this story did play very interesting roles of being rivals and opponents to each other. In addition, we dispelled
some absolutely wrong assumptions about Aryan Invasion Theory, and it is proved now that was … Out of India
Invasion of Aryans. Of course, this story is not completed yet, and it will stay this way until we find some clues about
the period of 1900-1800 B.C.E. because this is the time of final moving of Vedic Aryans out of India, and establishing
themselves as the Biblical Canaanites, what will be followed by the surfacing of the Jewish Tradition. Perhaps we
just need to find the proper person to concentrate on, and no doubt, that problem could be resolved successfully
as well. Along with this essay, the true story of Good and Evil also rose to a higher level, and we are just about to
grasp who is who in this game called Evolution. No doubt there are much more details and elements in this story,
but we leave all that for some other time as well.
For the very end of this essay, just to mention a few curiosities.
Along with the Summer Solstice, we just entered the Summer Season now. I wish a nice and warm summer to
everyone, but not to warm anyway. Let it be quiet and very smooth summer for fulfilling all our desires and all
higher evolutionary goals.
Interestingly, the Chandra-Moon just entered the Libra-Tula rasi-sign and it will stay there for two-three days in
conjunction with the Guru-Jupiter. This is highly auspicious conjunction indeed. Jupiter is very bright and visible so
beautifully without any additional instrument. Their meeting at the Sky is always spectacular, and it is nice to be
seen. They could be seen in the south part of the Sky (looking from the point of view of Europe), just after the
4) An interesting comparison between Old Testament’s depiction of the Big Flood, and the depiction of Babylonian origin, can be found in
BAR’s article The Animals Went in Two by Two, According to Babylonian Ark Tablet … at the link …
https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/hebrew-bible/the-animals-went-in-two-by-two-according-to-babylonian-arktablet/
5) The stunning story under the title … Israelites in exile … is available at the exposed BAR’s link This is the story about the exile of Israelites
provoked by Assyrian conquering, … https://members.bib-arch.org/biblical-archaeologyreview/29/6/6?utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHD+Library%20Explorer%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=ZE8A6ZZ70 …
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sunset. I’ve noticed something else too. I’ve noticed a very interesting cosmic event that almost all grahas-planets
are paired in different houses in conjunctions by two. This is to say, there are quadruple binary conjunctions in
action right now. Well, it seems this is the time of conjunctions …
One more thing.
Tomorrow is … the June 25 …, and this is the National Day of Croatia, my true homeland. I use this opportunity to
wish only success and fast evolutionary growth to all my compatriots. Croats are proud people and especially very
appreciative of their long and rich history. They claim this is a very ancient country actually. Hope there will be some
nice opportunity that the story of Croatian kings is narrated entirely. This is also a very interesting story, just like all
these stories we are exposing throughout my essays right now. By the way, this day, the June 25, is a very proper
day to celebrate the … Independence Day …, though they call it … Statehood Day. In fact, due to situation
development, there was some confusion before about which day exactly to consider being the National Day and
Independence Day. Along with the use of the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, I checked that situation very carefully by
myself firstly and then together with many renowned Jyotish experts. The conclusion was that only this day … the
June 25 …, should be considered as the true and the only … Independence Day. Just to remind, exactly on that day
in 1991, Croatia declared the independence from former country-state, and it started to exist as an independent
unit. Nevertheless, there were some problems erupting, and some delay was created. Anyway, this does not matter
very much, because that was all reflection of the moment the state was declared and proclaimed. Because it was
not done by proper Muhurta, some problems occurred and everything was delayed. For all those who would like to
follow that story and to look at the natal chart of Croatia, just to say that the year 1991. should be applied. The
exact time is 7.55 PM Standard Time along with one hour plus because of Daylight Saving Time. The place of birth
is Zagreb (45N49 – 15E58), the Capital of Croatia. That was the moment and the place that the new state of Croatia
was proclaimed within the Croatian Parliament, and after a very convincing and successful Referendum prior to the
Proclamation. Indeed, this is the very true moment that Croatia, as a modern country, came into existence.
However, I need to mention that again; it has a very ancient origin, and roots could be traced many thousands of
years back to the ancient time, what was actually mentioned in some essays of mine. This moment, this Muhurta,
according to the Jyotish point of view was not the excellent one, what was actually proved in practice. The natal
chart is sweet; the exalted Guru-Jupiter from the ninth house is dominating the natal chart. Nevertheless, some
changes need to be done soon. Renowned Jyotish experts claim that the new proclamation based on the proper
timing and proper Muhurta should be performed as soon as that will be possible.
Thus, word by word we come to the very end, and along with these few very interesting points, we shall conclude
this essay. See you very soon with some new adventures …

The End
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